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Perfect absorbers, which can achieve total absorption of all incoming energy, have been extensively studied
in the last decades for various important technologies in general wave systems. Here, we show that perfect
absorption (PA) is generically associated with topological spectral phase singularity (SPS), carrying conserved
and tunable quantized topological invariants in spectral space. The order of topological invariant ṽ depends on
the number of degenerate outgoing channels. Two commonly studied absorbers, mirror-backed and all-dielectric
structures, are reexamined from a topological perspective to reveal the generation, evolution, and annihilation
of SPSs with ṽ = ±1 or even high orders (i.e., ṽ = ±2, ±4). A strategy based on charge conservation of SPSs
to design dual-band perfect absorbers has been established. Our findings establish the topological origin of
the robust existence of PA. More broadly, in this letter, we highlight topology as the fundamental property of
conventional scattering behaviors. This insight could lead to opportunities in applications such as biosensing,
topological metasurfaces, and micro/nano thermal radiation.
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Absorption of light represents one of the most funda-
mental aspects of light-matter interactions. Over the last
decades, many efforts have been dedicated to designing
perfect absorbers [1] in nearly every part of the whole
electromagnetic spectrum [2–6], motivated by applications
in high-precision sensing [7], photovoltaic/photothermic de-
vices [8–10], superresolution imaging [11,12], cloaking [13],
and so on. Recently, benefiting from the great development
of advanced nanofabrication technologies and in-depth re-
search of photonic theories, various kinds of configurations
have been proposed, including Dallenbach and Sailsbury
absorbers [14], photonic crystals [15], multilayers [16], metal-
insulator-metal (MIM) or hyperbolic metamaterials [17,18],
all-dielectric metasurfaces [19], and even coherent perfect
absorbers [20,21]. However, despite extensive studies in the-
ories, structure design, multifunctional properties, or even
active devices, the underlying topological behavior of perfect
absorption (PA) has seldom been discussed.

Theoretically, PA ensures that all the incoming energy
can be thoroughly absorbed without any scattering event.
For extensively studied mirror-backed perfect absorbers, for
example, the PA can be generally achieved when the only
reflection channel is completely suppressed. Before, such
zero-reflection points were reportedly associated with a phase
jump in the one-dimensional (1D) reflection phase graph
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[22–25] but locking up exciting topological phenomena. More
recently, by extending the view of reflection phase spectra
into two-dimensional (2D) spectral-parameter spaces, a phase
vortex described by nonzero topological charges, namely,
spectral phase singularities (SPSs) here, could be observed
[14,26–30], which were then verified in different systems
composed of metal arrays [14], atomically thin 2D materials
[28], or epsilon-near-zero materials [31]. Our previous work
focused on the evolution of reflection phase singularity pairs
(zero reflection) in one-port systems [31], where PA could
always be observed at this singular phase. However, it should
be noted that all the above findings, including PA points and
SPSs, are occasionally found by random parameter sweep for
some specific configurations. Then one open question may
arise: Can all PA in general be topological? It thereby inspires
us to rethink the underlying physics between PA and topology
in a more general view to provide a universal design principle
for PA via involving SPSs. An intuitive understanding of why
such SPSs exist and are robust was previously lacking, and
there is no general physical description of such PA-related
SPSs. Additionally, although a +2 SPS has been reported in
the synthetic phase [28], i.e., arg(rp/rs)(rp, rs being reflection
coefficients under p or s polarization), the explicit generation
rule of higher-order SPSs and their connections between per-
fect absorbers have never been revealed.

In this letter, we first reinterpret PA from a topological
perspective based on temporal coupled-mode theory (TCMT)
[32,33]. The generic principles to identify the order of SPSs
at PA points are explicitly established, providing a universal
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FIG. 1. Topological nature of perfect absorption (PA) points associated with spectral phase singularities (SPSs). (a) Schematic of the
multiport multimode system. The subscripts U and D denote the upper and downside channels. (b) The mirror-backed one-port system, along
with (c) its typical reflection phase in parameter space. (d)–(g) Possible relations between radiative loss �e and material loss �α at ω = ω0:
linear type for all �α; linear type for �e in (d) and hyperbolic type for �e in (e)–(g). The sp could represent the system parameter, like thickness,
period, or incident angle.

guideline of designing perfect absorbers in different systems.
The generation, evolution, and annihilation of SPSs with dif-
ferent orders have been analyzed in widely studied absorbers.
Further, the revealed topological behaviors of PA-associated
SPSs also stimulate us to establish a method to design dual-
band perfect absorbers. The topological robustness of PA in
other parameter spaces and the possibility of achieving other
orders of SPSs are also discussed.

To build a general view, we begin with a multiport system
(N = 2n channels) in Fig. 1(a), which has mirror symmetry
and supports m resonant modes. Based on TCMT, one can
obtain the scattering matrix [34]:

S = C
[

I − D∗DT

i(ω − �) + �e + �α

]
=

[
S(U,U ) S(U,D)

S(D,U ) S(D,D)

]
,

(1)

where C is a N × N matrix describing the scattering pro-
cess without resonances, D denotes the coupling matrix
between resonances (frequency � = [ω1, ω2, ...ωl ..., ωm]T )
and outgoing channels. The �e = [�1

e , �
2
e , ...�

l
e..., �

m
e ]T and

�α = [�1
α, �2

α, ...�l
α..., �m

α ]T present the radiative and non-
radiative (material) losses of the systems, respectively. The
UX , DY mark the Xth upper and Yth down channels. Be-
ing constrained by reciprocity, there are S(UX ,DY ) = S(DY ,UX )

and S(UX ,UY ) = S(DX ,DY ) (X,Y ∈ [1, n]). Here, we merely con-

sider incident light from the upper plane. Then the scattering
matrix reduces to S = [S(U,U ), S(U,D)], where the element
S(UX ,UY ) [S(UX ,DY )] reads reflection (transmission) coefficients
account for light transporting from UX to UY (DY ). Then
absorption can be calculated by energy conservation: A =
1− ∑n

X=1

∑n
Y =1 [|S(UX ,UY )|2 + |S(UX ,DY )|2], so that every ma-

trix element of S being zero is both necessary and sufficient
to create PA (A = 1). The degenerate zeros are associated
with ill-defined points in the transmission phase ϕtX,Y =
arg[S(UX ,DY )] and reflection phase ϕrX,Y = arg[S(UX ,UY )]. PA
thus in general corresponds to a set of degenerate SPSs.

We suppose that resonant modes are orthogonal unless
otherwise stated. Then one can obtain elements in Eq. (1)
expressed by

S(UX ,DY ) = δX,Y t̃X −
∑m

l=1

βl · r̃X γ l
e + t̃X γ l

e

i(ω − ωl ) + �l
e + �l

α

, (2a)

S(UX ,UY ) = δX,Y r̃X −
∑m

l=1

r̃X γ l
e + βl · t̃X γ l

e

i(ω − ωl ) + �l
e + �l

α

, (2b)

where r̃X and t̃X are the direct reflection and transmission
coefficients in C. We assume that the coupling efficiency
between the lth mode and different channels are the same;
hence, γ l

e = 2�l
e/N . The mode parity is encoded in βl = ±1

(+1 for symmetric modes, −1 for asymmetric modes). Here,
δX,Y is the Dirac function. The details of derivation can be
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FIG. 2. High-order perfect absorption (PA)-related spectral phase singularities (SPSs). (a) Schematic of the two-port system. (b) Evolution
trajectory of reflection-type SPSs (r = 0, dashed line) and transmission-type SPSs (t = 0, full line). The red pentagram denotes the position
of PA point. The topological charges are marked in different projection planes: ω−�a

e /�
a
α space (blue) and ω−�s

e/�
s
α space (red), along with

(c) the corresponding reflection or transmission phase. (d) Generation rules of high-order SPSs viewing the phase of ϕr×t = arg(r × t ) in
ω−�a

e /�
a
α space (left) and ϕr/t = arg(r/t ) in ω−�s

e/�
s
α space (right).

found in the Supplemental Material [34]. In the following, two
basic perfect absorbers with different ports are considered to
reveal the underlying topological behaviors.

Some of the most commonly studied perfect absorbers
are mirror-backed structures with no diffraction in Fig. 1(b).
The upper structure could be shaped using metamaterials or
metasurfaces [3,42,43]. In this system (N = 1), PA could
be achieved if and only if there is only one resonant mode
(m = 1, ω0) [44]. Then Eqs. (2a) and (2b) are simplified
to r0 = S(U1,U1 ) = −i(ω−ω0 )+�e−�α

i(ω−ω0 )+�e+�α
, t0 ≡ 0. The reflection phase

in ω − �e/�α space is given in Fig. 1(c). There is a phase
vortex located exactly at ω = ω0, �e = �α known as a crit-
ical coupling condition [45] predicting the presence of PA.
Although this condition was proposed many years ago, the
phase evolution and topological properties around this critical
point in spectral space have seldom been discussed. By tracing
an anticlockwise closed loop around the singularity, a total
accumulated phase of +2π can be obtained, implying an
integer winding number v = +1 calculated by

v = 1

2π
dϕ, v ∈ Z, (3)

with ϕ being the reflection phase ϕ0 = arg(r0) in this case.
Similar definitions of topological invariants can also be found
in describing bound states in the continuum (BICs) in mo-
mentum space [46–48], topological defects of 2D spins [49],
spatial vortex beams [50,51], etc. Such findings reveal that
the topological nature is also inherently prevalent for PA at
critical coupling since the annihilation of PA-related SPSs is
only possible when topological charges of an opposite sign are
present. Some works have already studied ±1 phase singular-
ities for specific cases [14,52], where the topological charges
are created in, i.e., frequency-period or frequency-incident
spaces, but the intrinsic connection between SPSs and design
parameters is not well known yet. Here, we reveal that, no
matter how the geometric parameters of structures are tuned,
the key factor in generating SPS is the competitive balance of
radiative loss (�e) and nonradiative loss (�α) of the system.
In Figs. 1(d)–1(g), we give several pictures with different
shapes of �e(sp) and �α (sp) at ω = ω0, where sp represents
a system parameter like thickness, period, or incident angle
that influence the competitive values of �e,α . Figure 1(d)
shows a similar situation in Fig. 1(c), where a +1 SPS
arises when the system changes from overdamped (�α > �e)
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FIG. 3. Topological behaviors of spectral phase singularities (SPSs) in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) perfect absorbers. (a) Schematic of the
MIM absorber, composed of a bottom Au mirror, SiO2 interlayer, and Au gratings. The p polarization (Ex, Hy, kz) is considered. (b) Reflection
phase (ϕr0 ) viewing in λ−H space. The +1 SPS is denoted with a red star, along with (c) the corresponding perfect absorption (PA) spectrum
(H = 18 nm). (d) A design principle for dual-band perfect absorbers based on the charge evolution of topological phase singularity: (left) no
PA with annihilated SPSs and (right) dual-peak PA points with two revival SPSs. (e) Typical cases for presenting the evolution of SPSs in λ−p
space, at H = 25 nm and different h. (f) Absorption spectra with dual PA peaks for cases with different H were obtained based on the method
in (d). The circles in white or gray represent PA points associated with −1 or +1 SPSs in λ−p space.

to underdamped (�α < �e). As the profile of �e becomes
parabolic in Fig. 1(e), there is another −1 SPS (underdamped
→ overdamped). By moving �α down, two opposite SPSs
will move synchronously and merge at the critical position in
Fig. 1(f). In analogy with merging BICs [53], the magnitude
of absorptivity still tends to A → 1 if �α �= 0. Particularly,
the case of �α = 0 corresponds to the appearance of BIC in
photonic systems. Afterward, the annihilation of two SPSs
happens with no PA when �α further moves down [Fig. 1(g)].

When more channels are involved in the scattering process,
the condition of PA corresponds to a set of degenerate SPSs,
and the associated topological invariant ṽ shows as

ṽ =
∑n

X,Y =1
[pX,Y · v(UX ,UY ) + qX,Y · v(UX ,DY )] = N · v(U1,U1 ),

(4)

where pX,Y = v(U1,U1 )/v(UX ,UY ) and qX,Y = v(U1,U1 )/v(UX ,DY )

are the signs of SPSs obtained for different channels
in the same spectral space. The high-order SPS with
ṽ can be observed by checking the phase of ϕ =
arg{�n

X,Y =1[S(UX ,Uy )]pX,Y [S(UX ,Dy )]qX,Y } with pX,Y , qX,Y = ±1.

For example, as for a two-port absorber (N = 2) in Fig. 2(a),
there are two resonant modes: asymmetric (label a) and
symmetric (label s) modes. Thus, Eqs. (2a) and (2b) reduce
to t = S(U1,D1 ) = 1− �a

e
i(ω−ωa )+�a

e +�a
α

− �s
e

i(ω−ωs )+�s
e+�s

α
and r =

S(U1,U1 ) = �a
e

i(ω−ωa )+�a
e +�a

α
− �s

e
i(ω−ωs )+�s

e+�s
α
. At the on-resonance

condition ω = ωa = ωs, the requirement of t, r = 0 leads to

�s
e�

a
e = �s

α�a
α, (5a)

�s
e

�a
e

=�s
α

�a
α

. (5b)

In Fig. 2(b), PA (red star) is generated at the intersec-
tion between the nodal lines of t-SPS and r-SPS, where
the degenerate critical coupling condition [54] is satisfied
(�a

α = �a
e , �

s
α = �s

e). Assuming �s
α > �a

α , one can observe
+1 t-SPSs located in both ω−�a

e /�
a
α and ω−�s

e/�
s
α spaces

[Fig. 2(c), left], while the reflection singularity has a topolog-
ical charge of +1 in ω−�a

e /�
a
α space but −1 in ω−�s

e/�
s
α

space [Fig. 2(c), right]. PA occurs when two nodal lines
intersect, creating a degenerate singularity. Using Eq. (4),
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FIG. 4. Topological behaviors of high-order spectral phase singularities (SPSs) in all-dielectric perfect absorbers. (a) Schematic of the all-
dielectric absorber, composed of periodic a-Si nanodisks sitting on a glass substrate. (b) Absorption (black), reflection (blue), and transmission
(red) spectra, together with the phase ϕr (v = −1) and ϕt (v = +1) in λ−L space. The λ0 denotes the wavelength of PA point. (c) Generation of
high-order SPSs in the phase of arg[(rp/tp) × (rs/ts )] changing with different px at a fixed d = 160 nm. (d) Three typical phases of arg(rp/tp):
(top) px = 290 nm, d = 170 nm; (middle) px = 270 nm, d = 160 nm; and (bottom) px = 250 nm, d = 150 nm. (e) Topological robustness of
high-order SPSs: absorption spectra with PA peaks as the diameter d changes.

one can obtain ṽ = vr + vt = +1 + (+1) = +2 in ω−�a
e /�

a
α

space (pr, qt = +1) and ṽ = vr − vt = −1 − (+1) = −2 in
ω−�s

e/�
s
α space (pr = +1, qt = −1), considering the phase

of ϕr×t = arg(r × t ) [Fig. 2(d), left] and ϕr/t = arg(r/t )
[Fig. 2(d), right], respectively. In other words, in a two-port
system, the appearance of PA corresponds to the generation of
±2-order SPSs. When more channels are involved, the appear-
ance of PA should be associated with high-order degenerate
SPSs.

Next, we will give examples to demonstrate the underlying
topological behaviors of PA, which empowers opportunities
to design perfect absorbers with more diversity. Figure 3(a)
shows a MIM structure with 1D Au gratings (period p, width
w, and thickness h) adopted from Ref. [55]. The absorption
enhancement can be realized by properly exciting magnetic
polaritons within the dielectric interlayer (height H). For a
given Au grating (p = 400 nm, w = 250 nm, and h = 20
nm), by sweeping the reflection phase in λ−H space under
p-polarization, a +1 SPS in Fig. 3(b) with PA spectrum in
Fig. 3(c) can be obtained. Such an individual SPS (or PA)
will be topologically robust unless large parameter changes
are introduced into the system (Fig. S6 in the Supplemental
Material [34]), which has not been uncovered before. Based

on the charge conservation of SPSs, here, we can propose
a direct and simple method to achieve dual-band PA. The
existing dual- or multiband absorbers mainly rely on either
combining two or more resonators with different geometric
sizes to form a super unit [36–39,56] or stack multilayer
[40,57] with separated resonant frequencies. Such designs
are more demanding for nanofabrication technologies, and
it may be difficult to ensure unity absorptivity for all peaks
simultaneously. Instead, the intrinsically topological nature of
PA will provide a platform to overcome these challenges, as
sketched in Fig. 3(d). Considering a non-PA spectrum that
may be ascribed to the annihilation of two SPSs [Fig. 1(g)], it
in turn provides an opportunity to revive these singularities by
tuning the balance between radiative and nonradiative losses
of the whole system. For instance, at H = 25 nm, there are
no visible SPSs in λ−p space [Fig. 3(e), left] because the
structures do not satisfy the critical coupling condition. By
increasing the thickness of the Au grating (reducing the mag-
nitude of radiative loss), two SPSs with opposite topological
invariants emerge [Fig. 3(e), right], thus enabling dual-band
PA in Fig. 3(f) (green line). As such, for different H far away
from the red star in Fig. 3(b), one can always obtain dual-peak
PA spectra using the above approach. In these cases, PA can
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be ensured all the time, and the spectral distance between two
PA peaks can be flexibly tailored by shaping the positions
of two SPSs. The intrinsic topological nature of PA-related
SPSs governs the evolution of absorption spectra. The pro-
posed method is also applicable to other systems with distinct
advantages like maintaining robust PA performance, releasing
complex structure requirements, and providing universal de-
sign principles (Note 3 in the Supplemental Material [34]).

In Fig. 4, we show the topological behavior of SPSs
for an all-dielectric absorber which consists of periodic a-
Si (εaSi = 3.43 + i0.09) nanodisks sitting on a glass (εg =
1.46) substrate. The coexistence and destructive interference
of electric (approximately symmetric) and magnetic (ap-
proximately asymmetric) resonances ensures the complete
cancellation of both reflection and transmission. The period
px = py, height L, and diameter d contribute to shaping the
competitive balance between material and radiative losses
of two modes. Figure 4(b) shows the absorption (black),
reflection (blue), and transmission (red) spectra under an op-
timal condition (px = 270 nm, L0 = 62 nm, and d = 160
nm), associated with a −1 r-SPS and a +1 t-SPS at λ0 =
0.48μm and L0 [Fig. 4(b), top], respectively. Since the
whole system is in-plane symmetric, PA also becomes po-
larization insensitive, ensuring the appearance of −4 SPS
(N = 4 considering p and s waves) by viewing the phase
of arg[(rp/tp) × (rs/ts)] in Fig. 4(c). The appearance of two
separated −2 SPSs is ascribed to the degeneracy of reflection
(left, vrp + vrs ) or transmission (right, −vtp − vts ) channels
under two polarization states. Consistently, as for an indi-
vidual polarization, a clear −2 SPS (ṽ = vrp − vtp) could be
obtained [Fig. 4(d), middle]. Owing to the topological robust-
ness of PA-related SPSs, this −2 SPS will always exist, even
though the geometric parameters are moderately changed.
For example, as for the nonideal cases of px = 290 nm and
px = 250 nm in Fig. 4(c), the −2 SPSs can also be en-
sured by increasing [Fig. 4(d), top] or decreasing [Fig. 4(d),
bottom] the value of d . Figure 4(e) shows the continuous
evolution of the selected PA spectra as the diameter of the
nanodisk changes, where PA can always be realized. In con-
trast, most reported all-dielectric absorbers can only work
at a specific wavelength [54,58–61]. Even though another
PA may also be found by sparing no effort to sweep the
geometric parameters, the underlying topological behavior
behind the continuous evolution of PA has not been fully
understood.

The above PA properties are discussed under normal in-
cidence, but several works have also paid attention to off-0◦
performance. In analogy with accidental BICs [53,62–64], the
existence of off-0◦ PA does not require finetuning of system
parameters. The small changes in parameters simply shift
the position of these PA points, which are ascribed to the
topological robustness of SPSs. In Note 4 in the Supplemental
Material [34], we consider a one-port structure composed
of upper polar material and dielectric interlayer in Fig. S9
in the Supplemental Material [34]. Around the epsilon-near-
pole (ENP) wavelength, one can expect several SPSs in the
reflection phase under two polarizations, owing to the interfer-
ence effects between Fabry-Perot resonances and ENP modes.

For both ±1 and ±2 (polarization-insensitive PA) SPSs, the
charge conservation governs the whole evolution and annihi-
lation processes.

Up to now, we have established the connections between
PA and SPSs with different topological invariants, including
±1, ±2, and even ±4 (Table S1 in the Supplemental Material
[34]). Then it is logical to think of the possibility of creating
other quantized winding numbers of SPSs. One possible way
is to consider high-order diffraction channels (i.e., sU0,+ =
1, sU±1,+ = 0, sU±1,−, sU0,−) in Note 5 in the Supplemental
Material [34]. But the preassumption of orthogonal modes
always leads to Re[S(U0,U±1 )] > 0, the ±1-order diffraction
cannot be desirably eliminated under this situation. Instead,
one can consider exciting several nonorthogonal modes by
using asymmetric meta-atoms [41]. In analogy with coherent
PA [20], it is also possible to consider more than one input
channels (i.e., r̃±1 �= 0), which can be expected to find more
intriguing phenomena.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that PA is associated
with phase vortices in spectral spaces and reveal its topolog-
ical behaviors in terms of conserved topological invariants
related to SPSs. The intrinsic connection of the evolution
of SPSs between radiative and materials losses has been
unambiguously established and incorporated with the gen-
eration principles of high-order SPSs. Then we reinterpret
two basic types of absorbers from the prospects of topology,
explaining well the robustness and evolution of absorption
spectra as the system parameters change and proposing a
strategy to design perfect dual-band absorbers. Our findings
connect all the PA phenomena to a wide range of topological
defects, vortex physics, phase modulation, etc. We believe
that the revealed topological nature in scattering systems and
related singular properties will advance the traditional areas
of absorbers/emitters and offer opportunities in topological
metasurfaces [65] or exception-points-related physics [66].

All associated data and materials are available in the text
and Supplemental Material [34].
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